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ABSTRACT: Using numerical simulation of diffusion inside diffusive gradients in
thin films (DGT) samplers, we show that the effect of lateral diffusion inside the
sampler on the solute flux into the sampler is a nonlinear function of the diffusion
layer thickness and the physical sampling window size. In contrast, earlier work
concluded that this effect was constant irrespective of parameters of the sampler
geometry. The flux increase caused by lateral diffusion inside the sampler was
determined to be ∼8.8% for standard samplers, which is considerably lower than the
previous estimate of ∼20%. Lateral diffusion is also propagated to the diffusive
boundary layer (DBL), where it leads to a slightly stronger decrease in the mass uptake than suggested by the common 1D
diffusion model that is applied for evaluating DGT results. We introduce a simple correction procedure for lateral diffusion and
demonstrate how the effect of lateral diffusion on diffusion in the DBL can be accounted for. These corrections often result in
better estimates of the DBL thickness (δ) and the DGT-measured concentration than earlier approaches and will contribute to
more accurate concentration measurements in solute monitoring in waters.
■ INTRODUCTION
A DGT sampling unit consists of a resin gel, covered by a
diffusive gel with a defined thickness and a protective
membrane, all of which are enclosed in a sampler housing.1,2
The sampling process is simple: once the DGT device gets in
contact with the sampled medium, the target solutes diffuse
into the sampler where they get bound by the resin gel. On the
basis of the 1D steady-state solution of Fick’s first law of
diffusion
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the solute concentration at the sampler−medium interface can
be calculated by eq 21
= Δc M g
D A tDGT gel phys (2)
Here, J is the diffusive flux, Dgel is the solute diffusion coefficient
in the diffusion layer, cb is the concentration in the exterior
solution, cr is the concentration in the resin gel (which is
effectively zero as the resin is a strong solute sink), Δg is the
diffusion layer thickness, cDGT is the concentration at the
sampler−medium interface, M is the mass of solute bound by
the resin layer, Aphys is the physical sampling window surface
area and t is the sampling time. When DGT was developed,
cDGT was considered a measure of cb, based on the assumptions
that either only one diffusing solute species exists or that all
species have the same diffusion coefficient and are equally
strongly bound by the binding material (e.g., differently
protonated species), that the diffusive boundary layer (DBL)
forming outside the protective membrane has negligible effect
on the sampler’s mass uptake in well-stirred laboratory
solutions and agitated natural waters,1 and, implicitly, that
diffusion inside the sampler is one-dimensional and has no
lateral components.
In an investigation of phosphate fluxes in an eutrophic pond
the DBL was, however, found to significantly decrease the
solute uptake.3 In this study the DBL thickness, δ, was
estimated by deploying DGT samplers with varying diffusive
layer thicknesses and evaluating a plot of the reciprocal mass
(1/M) versus Δg. Therefore, separate terms for solute diffusion
in the DBL and the filter membrane layer were integrated into
the DGT equation3,4
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The superscript DGT indicates a cb estimate obtained using
DGT. In eq 3, Δf represents the thickness of the membrane
and Df and Dwater are the diffusion coefficients in the membrane
layer and in water. For standard, APA2-type diffusion gels5 and
Supor membranes (Pall Coporation, Port Washington, NY,
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USA), for which diffusion coefficients were reported to be
indistinguishable,6 the membrane thickness can be added to Δg
and the term for the membrane can be omitted. Note that eq 3
provides a measure of cb, as the effect of the DBL on solute
mass uptake is corrected for.
Using Aphys for evaluating their experimental results,
Warnken et al.7 observed systematically higher cb
DGT values
compared to cb after correcting for the DBL-related mass
uptake decrease. High-resolution analysis of dried resin gels
using laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrom-
etry (LA-ICPMS) showed that this unexpectedly high mass
uptake was caused by lateral solute diffusion inside the DGT
samplers. The authors concluded that the DBL-related decrease
in mass uptake is balanced by the increase caused by lateral
solute diffusion for standard DGT devices (Δg = 0.94 mm,
Aphys = 3.14 cm
2) deployed in well-stirred solutions. In this case,
the simplification of using the physical sampling window area
(Aphys = 3.14 cm
2) and the simple DGT equation was found to
be acceptable.7 For cases where no balancing of the two effects
can be expected, Warnken et al.7 suggested to use the expanded
DGT equation and an effective sampling area (Aeff) instead of
the physical sampling window area to account for the lateral
diffusion effect. A general flux increase of ∼20% was adopted
for DGT samplers, translating to Aeff = 3.80 cm
2 for standard
DGT devices (Aphys = 3.14 cm
2) and Aeff = 3.08 cm
2 for DGT
devices with smaller physical window area (Aphys = 2.54 cm
2).7
In this and in subsequent studies8−11 the relative flux increase
due to lateral diffusion was assumed to be constant irrespective
of the sampler geometry (e.g., Δg, Aphys). Only very recently,
Garmo12 presented modeling data indicating that the previous
Aeff estimate for samplers with rphys= 0.9 cm is too low, and that
there might be an effect of Aphys on Aeff. A sketch of a DGT
sampler shows that lateral diffusion inside the sampler takes
place at the edge of the diffusion and resin gels, where the
sampler housing extends over the diffusion layer (Figure 1).
The solute binding by the underlying resin gel drives the
outward, lateral flux of solute in this region. Figure 1 indicates
that the diffusion layer thickness, but also the size of the
covered gel region (i.e., the physical sampler window area)
might affect the concentration gradient and thereby the
magnitude of the flux increase because of lateral diffusion,
hence Aeff should depend on the sampler geometry.
In this study, we apply numerical modeling for simulating 3D
diffusion into and inside DGT samplers to investigate the
dependence of the lateral diffusion-induced mass uptake
increase on Δg and Aphys. Moreover, we strive for identifying
additional parameters that might affect the solute flux into and
inside DGT samplers.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model. DGT samplers are circular devices, therefore three-
dimensional solute diffusion inside and into DGT devices can
be reduced to a 2D-axisymmetric problem. We solved the
diffusion equation (eqs S1, S6, and S7 in the Supporting
Information) on two different, 2D-axisymmetric simulation
geometries, one representing the diffusion layer without
considering the DBL (Supporting Information Figure S1 top)
and a second including the overlying DBL layer (Supporting
Information Figure S1 bottom). In the first case, only the
diffusion coefficient in the diffusion gel, Dgel, was considered,
while in the second case Dwater was additionally used as
diffusion coefficient in the DBL. The complete description of
the mathematical problem is given in the Supporting
Information.
The flux profiles into the resin gel that were obtained from
the 2D-axisymmetric model were used to create revolution
surfaces, across which the flux into the resin gel was integrated
to obtain the cumulated solute flux into the DGT sampler.
Although, strictly, the results reported in this study are based
on 2D-axisymmetric simulations, they are a valid representation
of the 3D solute flux into the sampler. Therefore, our results are
addressed as ’3D’ results in the following.
The sampling window had radii rphys of 1.0 and 0.9 cm
(standard DGT sampler sizes for solution and soil sampling),
the resin gel disc radius (rgel) was 1.25 cm. The diffusion layer
thickness Δg was varied between 0.001 cm, as used in chemical
imaging studies,13,14 and 0.5 cm as upper extreme value. The
diffusion boundary layer thickness (δ) was varied between
0.0025 and 0.1 cm. Phosphate (H2PO4
−) was used as model
solute unless stated otherwise. A value of Dwater = 8.47 × 10
−6
cm2 s−1 (25 °C) was adopted as diffusion coefficient in water15
and Dgel = 6.05 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1 (25 °C) was adopted as
diffusion coefficient in the diffusion layer.3 The exterior
solution concentration of phosphate (cb) was set to 100 nmol
L−1. An overview on model parameters and parameter values is
given in Supporting Information Table S1.
A steady solute flux into a DGT sampler is established a few
minutes after exposure of the sampler to the sampled medium.1
Throughout this study, stationary solutions of the model were
used to evaluate the diffusional behavior after this initial phase
of flux establishment. All simulations were done using the Earth
Science Module of the Comsol 4.0a package (Comsol
Multiphysics GmbH, Göttingen, Germany).
Lateral Diffusion Inside the Sampler. Lateral diffusion
inside the sampler was evaluated by comparing simulated 3D
fluxes into DGT samplers without DBL, which include the
lateral diffusion effect, to fluxes calculated using the 1D solution
for the DGT flux1
Figure 1. Illustration of solute diffusion inside a DGT sampler. The
DGT sampler housing covers a ∼2.5 mm wide area of the diffusion
layer and the resin gel. The direction of the concentration gradient that
establishes at the edge of the sampler is oriented toward the resin gel
edge, as the solute concentration in this area is lower than in the
diffusion layer zone that is in direct contact with the medium. As a
consequence, the solute concentration at the diffusion layer−DBL
interface is lower than in the center of the sampler, leading to a higher
solute flux into the sampler at the sampler edge compared to the
center.
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disregarding the effect of lateral diffusion at the sampler edges.
Effect of the DBL. For investigating the effect of the DBL
on the sampler flux, simulation runs with varying diffusion layer
and DBL thicknesses were conducted. These sampler fluxes
were compared to 1D fluxes without DBL (eq 4) and to 1D
fluxes including the DBL, which were simulated with a simple
1D representation of the DGT geometry. In addition, the
effects of different sampling window surface areas and different
diffusion coefficients, using literature values for H2PO4
−,
H2AsO4
−, and Cd2+,1,3,15,16 (Supporting Information Table
S1) were investigated.
Correction for Lateral Diffusion in Estimations of the
DBL Thickness Using DGT. To date, the constant correction
coefficient Aeff
7 is used to account for lateral diffusion in DGT
measurements. Here we investigate the effect of applying the
nonconstant correction coefficients determined in this study on
the results of DBL thickness estimations using (1) a simulated
data set and (2) literature data. The literature data was digitized
from Figure 2a in Garmo et al.8 and Figure 2b in Warnken et
al.7 using the free software “Plot Digitizer” (http://sourceforge.
net/projects/plotdigitizer).
The DBL thickness (along with cb) can be determined by
fitting eq 5,
=
+ δΔ
M
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representing the expanded DGT equation (eq 3) solved for M,
to DGT-determined solute masses M. For simplifying the
fitting procedure a linearized version of eq 5, Supporting
Information eq S14, has been used.3,7 Parameter estimation
using linearized data that might be affected with random
measurement errors of constant magnitude may however be
biased, as the contribution of the error increases as the data
value decreases.17 To avoid such bias, Garmo et al.8 proposed
to fit M directly to the nonlinearized DGT equation, which is
convenient with modern office software packages. Furthermore,
Garmo et al.8 modified the expanded DGT model (eqs 3, 5) to
include both, the physical sampler window surface area Aphys
and the effective area Aeff
δ
=
+ Δ
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to better account for lateral diffusion. In this study we estimated
δ and cb using both, eqs 5 and 6. Fits of these equations to the
simulated and literature data sets were computed using (1) Aeff
= 3.8 cm2 or Aeff = 3.08 cm
2, as appropriate,7 (2) correction for
lateral diffusion inside the sampler only (kLD, explanation in
Results and Discussion), and (3) correction for lateral diffusion
and non-1D diffusion through the DBL (kLD and kDBL,
explanation in Results and Discussion).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lateral Diffusion Inside the Sampler. Table 1 shows 1D
and 3D phosphate fluxes into DGT samplers with different
diffusion layer thicknesses. Considering only the fluxes
computed without DBL it is evident that the 3D fluxes are
always higher than the 1D fluxes, with the flux difference
increasing with increasing Δg. The reason for this flux increase,
as already outlined in the introduction and visualized in Figure
1, is the lateral diffusion at the sampler edges, which has already
been shown experimentally by Warnken et al.7 Simulated
profiles of the solute flux into the resin gel show that an
increasing solute mass fraction is transported toward the edge
of the resin gel upon increasing the diffusion layer thickness
(Supporting Information Figure S2). For very small Δg values
(0.001 cm, 0.005 cm), the outward solute flux is negligible, and
the area of resin gel that receives solute corresponds largely to
the physical sampler window surface area. When using thicker
diffusion layers more solute diffuses outward, increasing the
resin gel area that receives solute. It can be seen that the central
area of the resin gel receives solute corresponding to the 1D
Table 1. Simulated Phosphate Fluxes into DGT Samplers
Δg
(cm)
1D flux δ = 0 μm
(nmol s−1)
3D flux δ = 0 μm
(nmol s−1)
flux in-
creasea (%)
1D flux δ = 100 μm
(nmol s−1)
1D flux δ = 200 μm
(nmol s−1)
3D flux δ = 100 μm
(nmol s−1)
3D flux δ = 200 μm
(nmol s−1)
rphys = 1 cm
0.001 1900.7 1902.5 0.10 233.4 124.3 233.4 124.3
0.005 380.1 382.1 0.51 156.5 98.6 156.8 98.6
0.020 95.0 97.0 2.06 70.0 55.4 70.8 55.9
0.054 35.2 37.0 5.10 31.1 27.8 32.3 28.7
0.094 20.2 22.0 8.75 18.8 17.6 20.1 18.7
0.200 9.5 11.2 18.14 9.2 8.9 10.7 10.2
0.500 3.8 5.1 34.77 3.7 3.7 5.0 4.9
rphys = 0.9 cm
0.001 1539.5 1541.1 0.10 189.1 100.7 189.0 100.7
0.005 307.9 309.7 0.59 126.8 79.8 127.0 79.9
0.020 77.0 78.7 2.29 56.7 44.9 57.5 45.3
0.054 28.5 30.1 5.68 25.2 22.5 26.3 23.4
0.094 16.4 18.0 9.74 15.2 14.2 16.4 15.2
0.200 7.7 9.3 20.72 7.4 7.2 8.8 8.4
0.500 3.1 4.5 45.87 3.0 3.0 4.4 4.3
aOnly accounting for lateral diffusion (columns 2 and 3), not for the DBL.
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flux for most diffusion layer thicknesses used here, with this
central resin gel area becoming smaller with increasing diffusion
layer thickness. Only for extremely thick diffusion layers (Δg =
0.5 cm) the solute flux to the resin gel decreases to below the
1D situation even in the very center of the sampler. The flux
increases predicted by the model range from 0.1% to 34.5% for
samplers with rphys = 1.0 cm and from 0.1% to 45.9% for rphys =
0.9 cm (Table 1), showing that not only the diffusion layer
thickness, but also the size of the sampler window affects lateral
diffusion.
Correction for Lateral Diffusion Inside the Sampler. It
has been suggested to use the effective sampling area (Aeff)
instead of the physical sampling surface area (Aphys) to correct
for lateral diffusion when applying eq 3, that is, in situations
where the flux increase that is brought about by lateral diffusion
is not balanced by the flux decrease because of the formation of
the DBL.7 In the special case that both effects balance each
other, eq 2 can be used. The result for both situations is that
cb
DGT/cb ≈ 1, so DGT provides a measurement of the solute
concentration in the exterior solution. This mathematical
correction of lateral diffusion is necessary because DGT results
are evaluated using a 1D solution of Fick’s law of diffusion,
while the sampling process is based on omnidirectional (3D)
diffusion. As the standard 1D equation (eq 2) works well unless
the DBL and lateral diffusion effects do not balance each other,
the need for correcting for lateral diffusion has been recognized
relatively late.
As lateral diffusion depends on the sampler geometry, the
sampler geometry has to be accounted for when correcting for
lateral diffusion. The lateral diffusion flux increase coefficient,
kLD, can be defined as the ratio of the solute flux into the
sampler in the 3D situation, f 0,3D, and the 1D flux, f 0,1D
=k
f
fLD
0,3D
0,1D (7)
Here, the index “0” indicates a DBL layer thickness of δ = 0 (cf.,
definition of kDBL, eq 11). A plot of kLD versus Δg for samplers
with rphys values of 0.9 and 1.0 cm shows a nonlinear relation of
the two parameters (Figure 2). Second-order polynomial
functions result in excellent fits (r2 = 0.9998 and 0.9999,
respectively) to these data.
= − Δ + Δ + =k g g r0.360 1.098 1 for 0.9 cmLD 2 phys (8)
= − Δ + Δ + =k g g r0.658 1.025 1 for 1.0 cmLD 2 phys (9)
Therefore, eqs 8 and 9 can be used to determine the flux
increase coefficient for a given diffusion layer thickness and
correcting cb
DGT for lateral diffusion through dividing by the flux
increase factor
δ= Δ + Δ +
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Solute Diffusion in the DBL. The geometry of the model
DBL used in this study is idealized with respect to the DBL
being equally thick throughout the whole solution-sampler
interface (Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S1),
however, this simplification is consistent with DGT theory.1,3,7,8
The physical DBL that forms around a DGT sampler in a
solution will have a different shape, i.e. a thicker DBL layer
toward the edges of the sampling window and a thinner one
toward the center can be expected, therefore the DBL thickness
estimated using DGT samplers is an average value across the
sampler surface.18
Table 1 shows simulated DGT fluxes with and without DBL
layers (δ = 100 and 200 μm), which indicate that the increased
flux because of lateral diffusion into DGT samplers with a
common diffusion layer thickness of 0.094 cm (i.e., a flux
increase of 8.7−9.7%) is balanced by DBL layers of ∼100 μm
thickness for rphys values of 1 and 0.9 cm. This observation is in
line with the general finding that cb
DGT/csoln ≈ 1 for Δg = 0.094
cm in well-stirred solutions, as reported in earlier stud-
ies.1−3,13,19 In contrast, Warnken et al.7 reported DBL layer
thicknesses of 230 ± 32 μm in moderate to well stirred
solutions, which did not change upon varying the solution flow
velocity (i.e., stir rate), and matched well with their estimation
of the lateral diffusion flux increase of ∼20%.
Simulation runs with and without DBL were performed for
investigating the effect of solute species (Dwater, Dgel), rphys, Δg,
and δ on solute diffusion through the DBL. As we expected the
ratio of the diffusion coefficients, Dgel/Dwater, to determine the
effect of the diffusion coefficient, arsenate (Dwater = 9.05 × 10
−6
cm2 s−1, Dgel = 5.93 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1)15,16 and Cd (Dwater = 7.17
× 10−6 cm2 s−1, Dgel = 6.09 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1)6,15,20 were chosen
as additional solutes to cover a wide range of Dgel/Dwater ratios.
Potential differences in the flux decrease due to the DBL in the
1D and 3D situation were evaluated using
=k
f
f
f
f
DBL
DBL,3D
0,3D
DBL,1D
0,1D (11)
where the index DBL denotes a specific DBL thickness, while
the index “0” denotes δ = 0. f DBL/f 0 is the sampler flux decrease
caused by the presence of the DBL. By normalizing the sampler
flux decrease in the 3D situation for that in 1D, kDBL provides a
measure of how much the sampler flux is changed in the 3D
geometry compared to the common 1D solutions of the DGT
equation.
A plot of kDBL vs. Dgel/Dwater shows that the DBL flux
decrease in 3D is ∼0.95−0.99 times the flux decrease of the 1D
situation (rphys = 1 cm, Δg = 0.094 cm; Figure 3) and that there
is a slight dependence of the magnitude of the flux decrease on
the solute species (i.e., Dgel/Dwater). kDBL also depends on Δg
Figure 2. Lateral diffusion correction factor kLD versus Δg. The data
points are results of simulation runs, the lines are fits of second-order
polynomial functions to the simulated data.
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and δ, with extreme values of kDBL = 0.93 (rphys = 1.0 cm) and
kDBL = 0.92 (rphys = 0.9 cm) for Δg = 0.5 cm and δ = 0.1 cm.
This shows that the flux decrease associated with the formation
of the DBL is larger when 3D diffusion is considered, as
compared to the 1D situation, and that kDBL is dependent on
numerous parameters (Dwater/Dgel, rphys, Δg, δ).
Correction for Non-1D Diffusion in the DBL. The slight
difference in the DBL-related flux decrease between 1D and 3D
diffusion in the order of a few percent effectively is a
propagation of the effect of lateral diffusion inside the sampler
to the diffusive regime outside. The concentration gradient that
causes the outward diffusion of solutes inside the sampler
affects diffusion in the DBL as the solute concentration at the
sampler-solution interface at the edge of the sampling window
will be smaller than the concentration at the center of the
interface. This or similar effects have recently been hypothe-
sized by Davison and Zhang.18
In principle, the difference in solute diffusion through the
DBL in 1D and 3D can be corrected for in the full DGT
equation by introducing kDBL as a further correction factor
δ= Δ + Δ +
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however, this would require knowledge, or at least a good
estimate, of the DBL thickness before kDBL can be determined.
Moreover, given the number of controlling parameters, it would
be necessary to determine kDBL for each individual DGT
deployment by numerical simulation similar to this study. As
doing so is rather impractical and as the error by neglecting this
correction step is small (see DBL Thickness Estimation
section) kDBL could be omitted in most studies. Therefore, eq
10 might serve as standard equation to account for lateral
diffusion only inside the sampler.
Differential Appreciation of Lateral Diffusion by This
and Earlier Work. The conclusions of the present study and
those of Warnken et al.7 on the effect of lateral diffusion and
the DBL on DGT measurements differ considerably. In the
earlier work a lateral diffusion-related relative flux increase of
∼20% was estimated, which was considered to be independent
of the diffusion layer thickness as well as of the sampling
window surface area. This earlier study is an elaborate,
extensive treatment of lateral diffusion inside DGT samplers,
therefore it is interesting to analyze why its results and
conclusions differ from those presented here.
Direct evidence for lateral diffusion inside DGT samplers was
obtained in Warnken et al.7 by measuring the Cd distribution
across a DGT resin gel disk that was immersed in a Cd-
containing solution with a diffusion layer thickness of 0.134 cm
using LA-ICPMS. The obtained Cd profile showed shoulders at
the edges of the gel disk, consistent with outward diffusion of
Cd. From this profile, the authors calculated the effective gel
radius, that is, the profile length necessary to explain the
additional Cd uptake on the basis of 1D diffusion. This resulted
in an effective gel radius of 1.08 cm, which corresponds to an
effective area of 3.66 cm2 or a relative flux increase of ∼17%.
The quantification of the lateral diffusion-based flux increase
was based on a different approach. Therefore, Warnken et al.7
corrected cb
DGT values for the DBL effect, which should result in
cb
DGT/cb > 1 if lateral diffusion increases solute uptake. This was
achieved by immersing DGT samplers with different diffusion
layer thicknesses in stirred laboratory solutions, plotting 1/M
versus Δg, determining the slope and intercept of the resulting
regression line, and calculating cb
DGT and δ using an earlier
developed procedure.1,3,4 In one of those experiments,
deploying four DGT samplers for 50 h in a Cd containing
solution, Warnken et al.7 found a DBL thickness of 170 μm.
The associated cb
DGT value, which should correspond to cb, given
that the DBL related flux decrease should be accounted for by
the estimation procedure, was ∼20% larger than the solution
concentration. The increased mass uptake was considered an
effect of lateral diffusion, as this effect is not covered by the
applied fitting procedure. This reasoning is sound, provided
that the procedure for estimating cb and δ is correct and
accurate.
Repeating this calculation using data digitized from the
corresponding Figure 2b in Warnken et al.7 gives cb
DGT = 10.9
μg L−1, δ = 180 μm, and cb
DGT/cb = 1.16, that is a lateral
diffusion flux increase of ∼16%. Considering the uncertainty
associated with data digitalization and that the average cb during
the 50 h DGT deployment was not given in the paper (we
estimated a value of 9.4 μg L−1 based on the available data), the
agreement to the published values is very good. The individual
cb
DGT values for all four samplers have a relative standard
deviation (RSD) of 1.6% based on δ = 180 μm, which is a
minimum compared to lower or higher DBL values. Correction
for the nonconstant, diffusion layer thickness-dependent flux
increase (kLD) gives an average cb
DGT of 9.7 μg L−1 and hence
cb
DGT/cb = 1.03, consistent with a theoretical cb
DGT/cb = 1 after
accounting for lateral diffusion. For this case the RSD of the
Figure 3. Parameters affecting the DBL related flux decrease (kDBL). Left: Dependence of kDBL on Dgel/Dwater, which is a solute species-specific ratio.
Right: Effect of Δg, δ, and rphys on kDBL. Red lines: rphys = 1.0 cm. Blue lines: rphys = 0.9 cm.
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cb
DGT values is lowest with 3.0% at δ = 140 μm. The kLDs used
here ranged from 1.014 (Δg = 0.014 cm) to 1.126 (Δg = 0.134
cm), which is considerably less than the flux increase factor
determined by Warnken et al.7 Following Zhang and Davison,1
Warnken et al.7 assumed a linear relationship of 1/M vs. Δg,
however the assumption of linearity does not hold if the lateral
diffusion flux increase is a nonlinear function of Δg. Their
procedure for estimating cb and δ, based on evaluating the slope
and intercept of a linear regression line, is therefore not
rigorous and leads to different results for the DBL, and, based
thereon, Aeff, compared to using nonconstant, nonlinear kLD
values.
In conclusion, using a constant flux increase factor
(independent of the sampler geometry, i.e. of Δg, Aphys)
resulted in the adoption of a relative flux increase of ∼20%.
However, even if Aeff had been more accurately determined for
an individual diffusion layer thickness it would have been very
hard to establish nonconstant lateral diffusion induced flux
increases based on experimental data, as the flux increases in
the commonly used Δg range (0.02−0.2 cm) can easily be
masked by the measurement uncertainty, which is often in the
range of 5−10%.16
DBL Thickness Estimation. Table 2 shows the results of
estimating δ and cb using simulated and literature DGT
measurements with varying Δg. The fits of the full DGT model
to the simulated data resulted in deviations from the initial δ of
up to only ∼4% for all lateral diffusion correction methods (Aeff,
kLD or kLD and kDBL). However, cb
DGT converged to the initial
value only when kLD and kLD and kDBL were employed, whereas
using Aeff resulted in a deviation of ∼−14%. The modified
model of Garmo et al.8 resulted in decreased δ and cb
DGT values
when using Aeff, both in the range of ∼−14%, but performed
equally well as the full model when applying kLD and kLD and
kDBL. The full model lead to perfect estimates for both, δ and cb,
when applying kLD and kDBL, which is of course expected for a
simulated, measurement error-free data set. However, the
model of Garmo et al.8 deviated by about 1% from to initial
values, showing that their modification is no full representation
of the DGT sampling process. Moreover, it does not lead to
improved parameter estimates when applying Aeff, which was
the actual aim of introducing their modified model.
The δ estimates obtained by fits of the literature data to the
full DGT model with Aeff correction are ∼20% higher than the
estimates obtained with kLD and kLD and kDBL correction. The δ
values obtained from the modified DGT model, irrespective of
the correction method, are in the same range as the values
obtained with the full DGT model and kLD and kLD and kDBL
correction. The fitted cb
DGT values deviate from the measured8
and estimated7 solution concentrations by −5% to +9.6%.
These example estimations of δ and cb show that the lateral
diffusion correction methods proposed here, based on the use
of kLD or, if available, kLD and kDBL, result in better estimates
than directly fitting the full DGT equation using Aeff correction.
The modified DGT model proposed by Garmo et al.8 resulted
in similar parameter estimates compared to the DGT equation
with kLD and kLD and kDBL correction for the experimental data
sets, but not for the simulated data set, indicating that the full
DGT equation with kLD and kLD and kDBL correction provides
more reliable parameter estimates. The difference between δ
and cb estimates based on the expanded DGT equation and kLD
versus kLD and kDBL correction was small with 1.0% to 2.4%,
therefore the use of kLD without kDBL seems acceptable given
Table 2. Estimation of δ and cb for DGT Measurements with Samplers of Different Diffusion Layer Thickness
a
full DGT model modified DGT model8
initial parameters; correction method δ (μm) cb
DGT (μg L−1) r2 δ (μm) cb
DGT (μg L−1) r2
simulated data (this study)
input parametersb 200 100
Aeff (eqs 5, 6) 208 85.7 0.9999 172 85.7 0.9999
kLD (Supporting Information eqs S15, S17) 196 97.9 1.0000 198 99.3 1.0000
kLD and kDBL (Supporting Information eqs S16, S18) 200 100.0 1.0000 202 100.8 1.0000
data set of Garmo et al.,8 Figure 2a
cb measured by authors 10.0
estimated by authors 208 9.3
Aeff (eqs 5, 6) 254 9.5 0.9950 210 9.5 0.9950
kLD (Supporting Information eqs S15, S17) 207 10.1 0.9961 211 10.3 0.9961
kLD and kDBL (Supporting Information eqs S16, S18) 211 10.3 0.9961 216 10.5 0.9961
data set of Warnken et al.,7 Figure 2b
cb nominal by authors
c ∼10
cb estimated (this study)
c 9.4
estimated by authorsc 170
Aeff (eqs 5, 6) 188 9.2 0.9998 156 9.2 0.9998
kLD (Supporting Information eqs S15, S17) 158 10.0 0.9993 160 10.2 0.9993
kLD and kDBL (Supporting Information eqs S16, S18) 161 10.2 0.9994 163 10.3 0.9994
aThe DBL thickness and cb were estimated by fitting eqs 5 and 6 to a simulated and two literature data sets. The effects of lateral diffusion and the
DBL were corrected for by using Aeff, kLD or kLD and kDBL.
bInput parameters for creating the set of simulated data points. c“cb nominal” is the
approximate solute (Cd) concentration given in the paper; “cb estimated” is the estimated, time-averaged Cd concentration during this 50 h
experiment, based on the data given in the paper, see Materials and Methods section for details. cEstimated using the linearized version of the
expanded DGT equation (Supporting Information eq S14).7
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the effort needed to determine kDBL by numerical simulation for
individual DGT applications.
General Appraisal. We show that δ and cb estimates in
DGT applications with samplers of varying diffusion layer
thickness vary considerably for different estimation strategies.
The expanded DGT equation (eq 5) in combination with the
lateral diffusion correction factor kLD with or without kDBL
resulted in the best cb estimates for simulated and experimental
data. Moreover, this procedure precisely estimated δ in a
simulated data set where the initial DBL thickness is known.
Estimates based on Aeff were considerably different to initial and
measured values in several of the investigated cases. The results
obtained using the modified equation (eq 6) were typically
within ∼10% of the best estimates. In the study of Garmo et
al.,8 estimates using the linearized version of the full DGT
equation were up to 25% (cb) and 83% (δ) larger than those
based on direct, nonlinearized fits to their modified model,
indicating that the use of the linearized estimation procedure
may introduce large errors in cb and δ estimates. Therefore, we
propose to use direct fits of the nonlinearized form of eq 5, with
kLD as the lateral diffusion correction factor. The procedure
presented here is expected to increase the accuracy of cb
measurements in environmental monitoring applications of
labile solute in waterbodies and might furthermore be relevant
for obtaining more accurate determinations of complex
dissociation kinetics by DGT, where lateral diffusion correction
and parameter estimation through data fitting is also
applied.18,21,22
So far, the effect of lateral diffusion was only considered for
DGT measurements in solutions, but not for measurements of
labile solutes in sediments and soils. In solutions diffusion and,
if labile complexed species are present, complex dissociation are
controlling the mass uptake of DGT samplers. In soils and
sediments the porewater concentration of the dissolved species
are usually controlled by sorption and dissolution-precipitation
equilibria, with potential contributions from the dissociation of
complexes, but not by diffusion into the sampler. For these
reasons, only up to ∼3.4-fold increases in the mass uptake of
Cu, Cd,23 and P24 by DGT from soil were measured when the
concentration gradient into the sampler was ∼95-fold increased
by decreasing the diffusion layer thicknesses from 0.094 to
0.001 cm. Given these relatively small mass uptake increases for
large increases in solute demand, changes of DGT mass uptake
from soil and sediments in response to a potential lateral
diffusion flux increase by a factor of up to 1.45 will be hardly
measurable as compared to the 1D diffusion situation.
Mathematical correction of the lateral diffusion flux increases
in soil and sediment DGT measurements should therefore not
be necessary.
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